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EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL
Ar. Anand Palaye
Dear Fellow Architects and readers
In this issue of JIIA we have the following articles and papers on a variety of subjects.
Ar. Prof. Dr. S. S. Bhatti article on Emerging Trends in Landscape Architecture analyses an architect as
a expertise 'Landscape Design' than 'Landscape Designer' who is also an architect.
Ar. Prof. Shweta Suhane in her paper 'Green City - Route to Urban Sustainability' analyses the
concepts relevant to the subject through a set of brief references to some cities across the globe.
Ar. Prof. Mukta Latkar – Talwalkar presents very interesting case studies of use of spirals in historical
tater engineering, in her article 'Spirals : The brilliance of Water Engineering'. This article highlights
the depth of engineering knowledge used practically in these ancient complexes.
A group of final year architecture students from School of Architecture at Vellore (TN) have
presented case study of parts of Vellore City from walkability point of view, which demonstrates how
walking can be enabled in cities.
Then we have a project of a country side farmhouse that uses conventional construction materials
and methods for creating a house by Ar. Babar Yahya.
We are sure our readers will find these papers and articles useful.

Ar. Anand Palaye
Chairman - Publication Board & Executive Editor, JIIA
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Ar. Divya Kush

Dear Fellow Architects,
Warm Greetings,
At the outset, I wish you a Merry Christmas & May this festival bring abundant joy &
happiness in your lives.
You will be happy to know that, over the past few years IIA has been playing a very significant &
proactive role in our International organizations like SAARCH, ARCASIA & UIA. During the
ARCASIA Forum at Dhaka this year in November the IIA was represented by a large delegation.
Ar. Lalichan, Vice president, ARCASIA Zone-A, presented a very well drafted report covering not
only the activities of the member institutes but more importantly highlighting the issues faced
by the profession in the region. Ar. Dilip Chatterjee, Chairman ARCASIA Committee on
Professional practice, Ar. Gyanendra Shekhawat, Chairman ARCASIA Committee on
Architectural Education made very powerful presentations. The report & the presentation
were very well received & appreciated by all the member countries. Other delegates also
actively participated in the various committee meetings & other activities of ARCASIA.
While Ar. Lalichan will continue as Vice president, ARCASIA Zone-A, it is a matter of great
pleasure that, two of our members namely Ar. Tushar Sogani & Ar. Mukul Goyal have been
unanimously elected Chairmen of ARCASIA Committees on Green & Sustainable Architecture
(ACGSA) & Professional Practice (ACPP) for a two year term. I am sure, through their
contribution, they will all ensure that, the IIA & the Indian Flag flies high.
This issue of the Journal has among others an interesting & thought provoking articles on
Water Engineering, Green Cities, Emerging Trends in landscape Architecture, a Farm house
project & a case study on Design for Walkability by final year B.Arch students of VIT, Vellore.
I am sure, as always, the papers & articles in this issue will prove to be very interesting &
informative for the readers.
Once again wishing you a Merry Christmas.

Ar. Divya Kush
President,
The Indian Institute of Architects
NOVEMBER 2019
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Emerging Trends in Landscape Architecture
The painting and all the poems used in this article are by the author.
Ar. Prof. Dr. S. S. Bhatti - Email : ashokathegreat1938@gmail.com
Ar. Prof. Dr. S. S. Bhatti, founder-teacher and former Principal Chandigarh College of Architecture
Principal, is India’s most versatile professional. He holds three PhDs. His M. Arch. Research Thesis on
Rock Garden earned him M. Arch. from The University of Queensland, Australia. He pioneered
holistic approach in multi-disciplinary scholastic investigation. Author of 700 articles, 200 research
papers and keynote addresses, 30 books, he has won over 20 national and international awards.

On 9 November 2008, Saakaar Foundation organised in
Chandigarh an international conference on Emerging Trends
in Landscape Architecture. I was called upon to deliver the
keynote address. Three Landscape Architects from
Switzerland made an enormously rich contribution to the
proceedings of the symposium. This was thus an historic event
as significant as the Building of CHANDIGARH [world-famous
creation of the Swiss-born French architect Le Corbusier] once
was, providing as it did a venue for the meeting of the
Occidental [or Western] and the Oriental [or Eastern] MINDS,
which are not merely Bio-Geographical Entities, but LIVE
complementary Psycho-Emotional Forces, generated,
respectively, by the Left Hemisphere and the Right
Hemisphere of the Human BRAIN. This article is a modified
version of the original text.
At the outset, I would like to clarify that the term “Landscape
Architect” which I have used here refers to a distinguished
professional who is an Architect with additional expertise in
'Landscape Design' rather than a 'Landscape Designer' who is
also an 'Architect'. The reason for this deliberate
discrimination is that I hold 'Architecture' to be a unique
inclusive discipline that actually uses the expertise of several
fields, enriching them in return directly or indirectly, so that
they together contribute to the aesthetic enhancement of the
Built Environment for the living, working, recreation, and
movement of humans beings as partakers of collective
creative joy. In this sense, 'Landscape Design' becomes one of
the many disciplines that 'Architecture'—the Great Mother
Art—possesses and deploys in the creation of the Built [or
Human as against Natural] Environment.

WHAT IS HOLISM?
HOLISM is a Creative Commingling of the ART and
SPIRITUALITY of the ORIENT [or the EAST] and the SCIENCE and
PRAGMATISM of the OCCIDENT [or the WEST]. HOLISM is a
melding of SENSIBILITIES and SKILLS into a FUTURISTIC
MINDSET that uses TRADITION as the Database for
MODERNITY to maintain Creative Continuity of World's
GEOGRAPHICAL Evolution and Man's PSYCHOLOGICAL
Revolution.
This significant exercise shall be a definitive Movement from
SCIENCE'S RELATIVITY and INVENTIVENESS to ART'S SELFDETERMINATION and CREATIVITY.
Therefore, Einstein's Famous Equation: E = mc2 or ENERGY is
equal to mass [m] multiplied by the velocity of light [c] squared
shall henceforth mean that ECOLOGY is preserved, pampered,
and promoted by “m”education [i.e. meditation + education]
which leads to squared [or doubled-up] “c”reativity by the
psycho-emotional Energy thus produced.
Why? Because we are now looking afresh at [Mother]
Nature's most Beautiful Life-Giving Artefacts: The TREES.
TREES are Timeless Monuments of Botany, telling of Ages past
In their throbbing bosoms they carry secrets of Earth's Genesis
But their unrelenting murder by Man won't let Life last
Thus turning all Development eventually into his own Nemesis

To begin with, it is imperative to understand that the Right and
the Left Hemispheres of the Human Brain are lodged within
the selfsame CRANIUM CAVITY, and its twin Cerebral
Functions create the opposing Concepts of “East” and “West”,
respectively.
Beginning thus we shall henceforth move together from
COMPETITION [which is Left-Brain Function] to
COLLABORATION [which is Right-Brain Function] generating a
progressive movement from the English poet Rudyard
Kipling's famous lamentation: “East is East, West is West;
Never the Twain shall Meet” to Modern Era's Exhortation for
HOLISM which proudly proclaims that
East is East
West is West
But now they shall meet
And yield their Best
06
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EMERGING TRENDS IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Unnerved by Man's maverick ambition that he relentlessly
steers towards making a quick buck through mass-scale
destruction of the Natural Environment, TREE utters a soullacerated lament, if only as a cry in wilderness. I have tried to
capture tree's this mute yell of anguish in the following poem.
SAVE ME, I'M TREE
Before your formidable Powers of Destruction
I am of a hopeless, helpless, hapless clan
But why does this Truth escape your gumption
I fail to understand, my dear Man
Wherever you kill me, a Wasteland forms
Wherever you spare me, a Heaven exists
Cruel are those varied, nasty norms
On which your greedy ambition subsists
Save Me, I am T–R–E–E:
That Retains Existence Eternal
For I'm Life's perpetual guarantee
Being of all truths, the primal kernel
On my frail life, your strong one depends
And our symbiosis everything transcends
The New Role of LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT
A fresh look such as this one at TREES should impel us to
appreciate, accept, and acknowledge “The New Role of
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT”.
L-A-N-D-S-C-A-P-E stands for Love of All forms of Nature [i.e.
flora and fauna] in the formulation of Development Schemes
[and studies] and the application of Creativity in the
Architecture and Planning of [built or human] Environment.
A-R-C-H-I-T-E-C-T connotes Awakened Religionist who
Creates Holistically with Insight, Truthfulness, and Empathy
for NATURE'S Creation in its Totality.
An inspired Landscape Architect is an artist who paints or
sculpts on the canvas or bosom of Mother Nature, using such
materials as trees, shrubs, bushes, grasses, creepers, climbers,
rock-forms, gravel, sand, water, and so forth.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE IS THE ONLY CREATIVE
DISCIPLINE THAT CAN TRULY MELD THE NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT WITH THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT IN AN
INSPIRING ARTISTIC SYNTHESIS!
If the Landscape Architect does not care two hoots when a
living chronicle of botany, such as the banyan tree, is
bulldozed to make room for real-estate profiteering, it would
be a sacrilege to call him by that honorific title.

• ENGINEERING [which entails the use of Energy, the
alteration of Ecology, and the making of Built (or human)
Environment] embodies everything of the Action plan,
which is the product of the right attitude, rooted in the
imperatives of G-A-P i.e., Geography, Architecture, and
Planning.
Such a comprehensive Action Plan gets ultimately realised
on ground through the instrumentality of Engineering, using
Energy to alter natural Ecology in the making of the Built
Environment.
To accomplish the stated ACTION Plan, however, all our
Methods and Movements shall be governed and regulated by
the DIRECTIVE PRINCIPLE of the Theory, Practice, Research,
and Pedagogy of LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE: which may be
enunciated as Think, Feel, Live, and Grow with, not against,
Mother NATURE.
REMEMBER : The LAWS OF NATURE are Trans-Cultural, and,
therefore, amenable to Adaptation and Application
throughout the World transcending Geo-Political concerns
and Ethnic eccentricities of the peoples inhabiting the globe!
URBANISATION is a worldwide phenomenon that is
unavoidable. But it must not be permitted to ruin the existing
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT.
WHAT IS THE SOLUTION?
• Turn the LANDSCAPE DESIGN APPROACH 360 degrees by
using the parameters of A-G-A-P-E as enunciated before.
• Then, move from Macro [i.e., WHOLE] to Micro [i.e., PART],
not vice versa as at present!
• By adopting the Concept of VAN-Urbanisation i.e., a
simultaneous Action-Plan of AFFORESTATION [VAN is
Indian word for Forest], covering everything from National
to Regional to State to District to City to Town to
Neighbourhood Levels, as an integral part of
URBANISATION undertaken as a National Policy.
HAPPENINGS OF HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE
• In 1964, Prime Minister of Australia Robert Menzies
declined to have the central lake of the capital city of
Canberra named after himself. Instead it was named LAKE
GRIFFIN, and became the first monument in Canberra
dedicated to the city's designer: George Walter Griffin
[1876-1937 CE], American Architect and Landscape
Architect. He had won the prestigious project in an
international competition in 1912, and was conferred this
rare honour posthumously for designing a truly EcoFriendly LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE ought to be transformed into
A-G-A-P-E = Action prompted by Geography, Architecture,
Planning, and accomplished by Engineering.

• On Le Corbusier's suggestion, land for mass-scale
afforestation was reserved along the canals in Punjab, as a
result of which the State was transformed into a
prosperous “Green-Land”.

• AGAPE, literally, means mouth wide open [in wonder] at
the Beauty and Bounty of Mother NATURE!

• Le Corbusier also designed the Landscape Architecture of
the historic Bhakra Dam project.

• GEOGRAPHY is the MOTHER SCIENCE,

• Dr MS Randhawa [an Indian Civil Services (ICS) officer of
the British Raj], Chairman of Landscape Chandigarh
Advisory Committee, was the LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT of
the “City Beautiful”.

• ARCHITECTURE is the MOTHER ART,
• PLANNING is the MOTHER STRATEGY, and
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EMERGING TRENDS IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
MODERN-DAY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS MAY DRAW SOME
INSPIRATION FOR THEIR OWN CREATIVITY FROM THESE
EXAMPLES.
The Metaphysics of Van-Urbanisation
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE should be a Pre-Building
[AESTHETIC] ACTION PLAN rather than a Post-Building
piecemeal [COSMETIC] Activity.
VAN-Urbanisation would be a Trend-Setting Modern Mode of
so Transforming LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE as to Holistically
perform its New-Found Role of a Healthy Maker of NonOppressive Built-Environment.
It would also ruralise the Cities rather than urbanise the
Villages, and thus impart the placid timelessness of the Rural
Habitat to the World's Urban Complexes!
NOTE: I contributed a full Chapter on VAN-URBANISATION to
the BOOK titled “MAN and FORESTS” published by the
International Union of Forestry Research Organisations in the
beginning of the current millennium.

The next Revolution is not going to be Economic or Political or
any other. It shall most certainly occur in LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE [or Urban Design or Structural Engineering]:
Landscape Architecture that melds Building Design and Urban
Design into a seamless organic whole as a work of art; Urban
Design or Architecture of the Cities that yields a nonoppressive environment which curbs crime and exalts
creativity, or Structural Engineering that invents affordable
Shelter for the world's teeming millions!
Time has, therefore, come for the LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT to
be the Harbinger of that Revolution by stepping out of the box
to become a “Renaissance Man” with a spiritual being, a
poetic sensibility, and bubbling concern for the amelioration
of the human condition on Planet Earth!
The SONG of Landscape Architecture

Holistic Vision
If the Principles enunciated in this article are followed in the
light of the Holistic Vision delineated, the Emerging Trends in
Landscape Architecture will take care of their own impulses
themselves.
Then, the question whether it is European Landscape, or
American or Indian or any other, will find its own answer, and
Urban Transformation Processes and Implementation will
smoothly work together.
Then, Landscape Structure as Pattern for Projects will
spontaneously spring from the depths of our “Collective
Unconscious”---and Cities, Open Spaces and Modernity will be
the civilised expression of Human Creativity and Humanity's
unconditional Love for Mother Nature!
All that has been stated earlier shall come to pass when the
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT brings about a Psycho-Emotional
Revolution within his own Mind by an integrated use of both
the Left and the Right Hemispheres of his Brain so that each
one of his Natural-Environment-Transforming Projects
become Socially-Beneficent Actions for the General Weal of
Entire Humankind.

Qudrat hai quwwat-i-khuda kar iska ihtiraam
Husn-i-khudayi mein nihaan khaaliq ko kar salaam
Takhleeq-i-fann mein dhaal kar rang-i-gul-o-shajar
Nafrat bharei zamaan ko mahabbat ka dei pyaam
NATURE is God's manifest Might, adore HER
Salute the Creator who dwells in the World's Beauty
Give the Message of Love to the Hate-Torn Era
Thro' the COLOURS of Flowers 'n' Trees in Creativity
A Psycho-Emotional Revolution is in the offing. By God's
grace, such is my prophecy!

ARCASIA SPORTS FIESTA 2020, COLOMBO, SRILANKA
On behalf of ARCASIA (Architects Regional Council Asia), the Sports Committee
of The Sri Lanka Institute of Architects (SLIA) is organizing the Inaugural
ARCASIA Sports Fiesta in Sri Lanka from 13th to 18th February, 2020.
For more details, contact :
sportsfiesta.slia@gmail.com
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Spirals : The Brilliance of Water Engineering
Prof. Mukta Latkar-Talwalkar - Email : latkarm@gmail.com
Prof. Mukta Latkar-Talwalkar is an Architect, Urban Planner, Indologist and Environmental Educator,
She is presently associated with Bharati Vidyapeeth Deemed University's College of Architecture,
Pune as a Professor in Architecture.

ABSTRACT :
Water has always been an important and vital resource. Water management in built structures was at all times a holistic
approach of design in all constructions. Mere supply of water or control of flow of water was only an insignificant first step in
the process of water management. Managing the quality of water along with the quantity, for an intended purpose was
equally significant. Use of Spirals for visual, symbolic, artistic as well as scientific purpose highlight the brilliance of our
forefathers to integrate engineering aspects for effective architectural results.
KEY WORDS : Spirals, water management, water engineering.

Introduction
Water has always been a vital significant source for the
existence, development and growth of population since
ancient times. The knowledge of water engineering exhibited
by our forefathers was far more advanced of their times. Their
abilities and competence to make use of the water and water
sources for all things required, don't fail to amaze us even
today. What is more significant is that the beauty and
functionality that comes with every aspect of the water
engineering, at no point overlooks its technological basics.
Their knowledge about water behaviour, the forces and
pressures of flow, the difference in their noise and sound
considerations, the curves and swirls that the water volume
can handle and the architectural aesthetics and design details
imparted to it inspires designers even today.
Managing the quality of water along with the quantity, for an
intended purpose can best be learnt from the few examples
from our past edifices. Some of the medieval cities like Mandu,

Fig 1. : The Nilkantheshwar Palace Near Mandu
NOVEMBER 2019

Ahmednager, Bijapur, Aurangabad, Burhanpur, Champaner
show an amazing performance of the planners and designers
with the use of available water for all parts of the city for
various purposes. Large quantums of water were arranged for
the royals and the commoners alike. Ample water was also
made available for the pleasure activities of the royalties.
Beautiful and functional water routes were technically
designed to supply the water into the functional and pleasure
areas meant for the royals to enjoy.
“Spirals' are beautiful maze like, geometrical designs with a
very shallow channel that allows the flow of water from the
inlet at one end to the outlet at other end, in anticlockwise or
clockwise direction or both at once. The depth and the
curvatures of the spiral regulated and controlled the flow of
water gushing from the inlet to a smooth pour from the outlet.
The acoustical effect of water taking the swirls added to the
aesthetics of the element. This design also effected the
slowing down of the flow and hence achieved sedimentation
in water as well.
Jahaz Mahal, Mandu
The largest fortified city in the medieval world, Shadiabad (the
city of joy) or Mandu lies on an extensive plateau, atop a spur
on the south-western edge of the Malwa Plateau. A steep
precipice of 1,200 feet in the south separates it from the plains
of Nimar, and a deep ravine encircles the remaining sides. The
greatest monument of this leisure loving city is the Jahaz
Mahal or the water palace, literally “like a ship in water”. Built
on a narrow strip of land between two lakes, Munja and Kapur,
it is a phenomenal four-storey-structure with a seven-footdeep pool on the first floor, which was fed by a Persian wheel.
At the southern end of the Jahaz Mahal are the remains of a
complex system of waterworks.
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Fig 2. : The Swimming Pool For The Royals At The First Level,
Jahaz Mahal, Mandu
In an architecture style with no delicacy and ornamentation,
the design of the intricate spirals of the water channels to carry
water to the regal swimming pool and fountains of Jahaz
Mahal add an element of 'romantic beauty'. It is believed that,
“in those days, (these) channels were packed with sand and
some natural zeolites to purify in-coming water.” The beautiful
filtration system also slowed down the flow of water through a
spiral that looks like a coiled snake. The circuitous channel, in
its geometric and artistic precision thus ensured a steady
continuous addition of pure water to the royal luxury pool.
Nilkantha Palace near Mandu
The Shivalaya is known for its unique location as well as its
architectural excellence. The present structure was
apparently built on the site of a shrine of Siva (the god with the
blue throat, viz. Nila-Kantha), by emperor Akbar, for his Hindu
wife. The original name of the building survived during the last
three centuries in spite of the Muslim character of the
building. Other source mentions this princely residence to
have been built by Shah Budagh Khan, the governor of the fort
in 16th century, just on the outskirts of Mandu.

Fig 3. : The Spirals supplying water to the pools,
Jahaz Mahal, Mandu
Kalyadeh Water Palace Near Ujjain
A very similar such serpentine and geometrical spiral can be
seen at Kalyadeh water Palace, at Ujjain in Madhya Pradesh.
The then sultan of mandu built this historical landmark in the
year 1458 AD. It has a unique management plan with the flow
of Shipra divided into two parts on the southern side. The
stream of Shipra is made to rush through tanks and channels
carved on the western side by arresting it on the eastern side
with a barrage. The splendid landscape of the curving river on
both sides of the palace and the man-made tanks and
channels, with water murmuring and gurgling through them,
offers a stunning background to the imposing building. This
Palace is also famous for the inimitable water management
mechanics, in which waters first move clock-wise and then
anti-clockwise. Of the three channels that feed the huge basin
with steps and pavilion, the second channel is serpentine
followed by a square geometric pattern. The basin with a
beautiful pavilion in its centre seems to be reserved for the
royals and the elite for their holy dip.

The northern part of the complex layout is open with a view to
the valley with rooms on east, west and south side. The
building is beautifully set against a cutaway section of the
hillside. In the centre of the court is a fine cistern which gets
water collected through a cascade built along the plinth on the
southern side. Water gushes down this artificial cascade, gets
collected into the cistern the overflow from which is
channelised through the beautifully carved spiral on the plinth
paving.
What is significant is that the spiral water chute has a
continuous supply of water from a tank. This is then
discharged into the valley. “Neelkanth water palace whirlpool
is superb in its precision engineering where water flows in
(counter-clockwise) and then out (clockwise) to the valley. This
geometry has been described in the western world as an
Archimedes spiral.” The spiral thus controls the outflow of the
water reducing the gushing out or overflow of water from the
tank.
20
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Fig 4. : The Nilkantheshwar Palace Near Mandu forecourt,
the spirals in the foreground and the cascading waters in the rear
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Fig. 5 : Some Of The 52 Ponds Of The Kalyadeh Water Palace,
Which Connect Each Other With Water Channels
These channels with their aesthetic swirls and curves ensure
complete sedimentation before the waters could be used. The
function of sedimentation and in turn purification has been
designed into the system at appropriate locations by slowing
down the speed of the flowing waters. The slower water loses
its capacity to carry sand, silt and other fine materials thus
ensuring clean and clear waters for use. The serpentines
spirals thus designed in to the layouts were not just beautiful
to look at and hear but were the brilliance of micro water
engineering at work.
Champaner
Included into the world heritage list in 2004, Champaner is a
magnificent example of “the only complete and unchanged
Islamic pre mughal city.” The ruins of this medieval city were
'frozen in time' owing to its sudden dissertation 450 years
back. Situated at a distance of 45 kms from Vadodara in
eastern Gujarat, the city is set into an abrupt mass of the
Pavagadh hill which rises to a height of @ 850 mts.
Extensive excavations have brought to light the Amir Manzil
Complex, the mansion of the noble man Baba Ghulam Ali,
comprising of residences, gardens and water channels. The
archaeological excavations also reveal an elaborate network
of water system used for keeping the interiors cool as well as
supply water to the building. The twin spirals excavated at site
seem to act as old time water purifiers as also channels for
slowing the movement of water. The water, supplied through
the network, flows through the spirals and collects in the
central well/chamber which allows the dirt to settle down to
get clear and clean water.
The entire water supply system at Amir Manzil is cited as a
reflection of the 'superb workmanship of water structures by
those responsible for the palatine and religious architecture of
Champaner'.
Conclusion
The above aesthetic and artistic technical specifics strongly
highlight the fact that the micro specifics of water engineering
were given utmost importance in the overall layout with apt
NOVEMBER 2019

Fig. 6 : The Agni Kund With The Chattri fed with waters
flowing through the spirals
importance to the tiniest of the details of the system. Though a
basic resource of sustenance and supply, water was treated
not just as an element of provision but conceptually
introduced and experienced as an element of visual,
acoustical, physical and even spiritual element of happiness.
The very basics of technical requirements of the supply were
celebrated with effective design details. The mundane aspects
of water supply and water discharge were made visually and
acoustically appealing and hence inclusive into the building
design. The advancements made in waterengineering at the
mega as well as the micro scale can thus be observed and
appreciated here. The advancements made in water
engineering centuries ago thus leave us amazed and
astounded.
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Introduction
The concept of Walkable environment has been gaining
substantial attention in the recent past as it is being frequently
associated with health and wellbeing of the community.
Walking is considered to be the most indispensable,
affordable mode of transport and there are tremendous
opportunities to improve conditions for walking in order to
make our communities more liveable. The main objective of
this study is to investigate and understand the interaction
between the built environment and walking behaviour in
Vellore city identifying the challenges and issues, to develop
and propose pedestrian focused solutions.Being a key
gateway to north Tamil Nadu and strategically located in
between Bangalore and Chennai corridor Vellore serves as
hotspot for leather industries which catapulted the city's
growth. Itis a place of great historical importance and prides
itself on its rich history and local heritage that traces back to
Megalithic period (2500 years). Vellore was just recently
chosen to be the part of the “smart city programme” that
maximized its inherent potential in heritage, education and
medicine. One of the important initiative of the smart city
24
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mission is focus on ensuring that basic standards of liveability
and sustainability such as improved green cover (lung spaces),
improved access to pedestrians, greater focus on nonmotorized transport, and to improve the overall efficiency of
resource use (such as energy, water, etc.) in order to give a
decent quality of life to its citizens.
As a part of B Arch professional program our final students of
School of Architecture at VIT (Vellore Institute of Technology)
participated in urban transformation studio and identified 4
precincts within Vellore City. Due to the space constraints we
have taken only one area for the purpose of discussion. One of
the groups selected 8 wards (which includes 25, 27, 28, 29, 30,
31, 34 and 35) of the city covering an area of 2.6 square
kilometres as shown in fig.1. The chosen wards are
sandwiched between the Vellore Fort (Manmade Boundary)
and the Naamam Malai (natural Boundary) which holds the
two forts Sajra and Gojra. Ward 27on the north is significant
due to the presence of the Christian Medical College quarters
and hospital. Similarly, Ward 34 also has a renowned hospital –
ESI Hospital that is of significance to the surrounding
neighbourhood.
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Fig. 1 : shows the study area of Vellore Fort and its surroundings

Fig. 2 : shows the neighborhood amenities map

Land Use and Morphology

1980 – 2000 : Vellore Bus transportation was introduced. A
museum was built inside the Fort by the State government.
Vellore was split into Thiruvannamalai and North Arcot
Ambedkar. Vellore District got its name in 1996.

1850 : The role of Vellore in the freedom struggle was
significant and they had always been on the forefront. In fact,
the Sepoy Mutiny of 1806AD that broke out inside the Vellore
fort against the British is considered to be a prelude to the
Great Revolt of 1857, often described by historians as the first
war of independence.
1900 – 1920 : Another land mark that has put Vellore on the
centre stage of Medical World is the Christian Medical College
Hospital. Dr Ida Scudder an American with a missionary zeal
started her Medical Work in 1900 AD by setting up a very small
hospital.
1950 : The social scenario also has changed keeping pace with
the changing times. The development of settlements
increased gradually and the segregation of commercial and
residential lands.

2000 – 2019 : Road in the heart of the city, is Vellore's largest
private employer and has a large floating population from
other parts of India and abroad. Lodging, hospitals and allied
businesses are among the major sources of income generated
in the city.
There are important amenities and facilities that the
neighbourhood of the wards benefits from such as the Vellore
Old Bus Stand. The neighbourhood has a very well connected
system established in terms of amenities Fig.2 The site itself is
the hub of Vellore's commercial activities. Residents are able
to access the nearest school, hospital, police station, petrol
pump, auto Stand, bus Stop and Market all within a kilometre
of distance. However the major issue here is the mode of

Fig. 3 : shows the demographic and socio-economic details of ward 30 and 31
NOVEMBER 2019
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transport to reach these amenities. They are either extremely
congested during peak hours or the roads and footpaths are in
unsafe conditions. As a consequence, people take more time
to reach the nearest destinations.
Population Density
Figure shows the demographic and socio-economic details of
ward 30 and 31The total population in 8 wards is about 66440.
The total density is about 26683 per sq.km. This part of Vellore
is comparatively 3 times denser than any other part of the city
which is more likely a metropolitan city like Chennai, Tamil
Nadu. Being the old core of Vellore, residents in this area can
be traced back over 100 years ago. Apart from locals, people
from other part of the country migrated to Vellore for trading
and business in all fields, predominantly from North India.
Majority of them belongs to Hindu and Muslim communities.
Fig.3 shows the demographic and socio-economic details of
Ward (30 and 31).
Methodology
Student explored the social and physical aspects of the
neighbourhood using creative methods of urban research
such as field work, photography; transect walks, surveys and
mind mapping to map the important features of the selected
area. The documentation helped the student to understand
the intrinsic complexities of urban conditions that exists.
Floating Population
The main reason for traffic congestion in this site is due to the
floating population caused by the commercial and residential
zones at the same place. Adding to this, institutions like
Christian Medical College which has various specializations all
over Vellore, create a massive floating population of about 3
lakhs per year.

Issues
Urban Heat Island
Rapid development of the various residential and commercial
activities over the decades has caused changes in the natural
landscape of the site. Cement and Asphalt are used in high
quantities for roofing to pave sidewalks and roads. Such
materials have thermal bulk properties that absorb high
amount of solar radiation. There is a lack of
evapotranspiration and presence of urban canyon effect,
where buildings constructed close to one another provide
multiple surfaces for reflecting and absorbing sunlight.
Recreational Spaces
All recreational spaces within the site are accidental, such as
streets or junctions that are used by the people as gathering
spots to gossip or play – which becomes dangerous and
crowded with people and vehicles. The existing green pockets
belong to private institutions such as the ESI and CMC
Hospitals. There was almost no formal recreational space in
the site for the people to use.
Peak of Urban Development
The site has reached maximum level of urban development
when it comes to build structures. Thus redevelopment and
revitalization can take place to enhance the area. To stop the
area from getting saturated and lifeless, one can create a
heritage precinct in the area given that the Vellore Fort, Clock
Tower, Tipu Sultan Burial, and other heritage spots of
significance are present in the site.
Lack of Parking Lots
As shown in fig.4 bikes are parked one behind the other,
sometimes leaving a vacant space in front so that their way

Fig. 4 : shows the congested parking lots
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Fig. 5 : shows the street section of Long Bazaar
isn't blocked by future bikes that could park behind them.
There are allotted paid bike parking spaces near new bus stand
and CSI Church in the south, however this still poses
insufficient to the larger number of four wheelers, autos and
bikes that continue getting parked for free along the roads and
streets.
Combined pedestrian and vehicular congestion – Long
Bazaar
The road is inefficient in use as shown in fig.5. Trucks and other
unloaders enter the site every day at 10am, in the midst of
daily crowd. Originally a two-way street, converted to one way
becomes inconvenient. Currently one half of the road is
blocked by two-wheeler parking.
Miscellaneous Issues in Fort Road
As illustrated in fig.6 during peak time, the temporary food
vendor occupies the pedestrian way. This happens in the
evening time as there are a lot of floating population of people
going in and around the fort. Due to these vendors there is a
lack of free movement space for pedestrians and aggressive

two wheel riders who shop sitting on the bikes or ride into the
lanes to take short cuts to their destination causing great
difficulty for walking pedestrians, in addition to the autos
blocking way and loading and unloading passengers in nondesignated stops.
Walkability
The group used Clean Air Asia's initiative to understand the
walkability score of Vellore. Parameters that were used were –
1. Walking Path Modal Conflict
2. Availability of Walking Paths (with Maintenance and
Cleanliness)
3. Availability of Crossings
4. Grade Crossing Safety
5. Tourist Behaviour
6. Amenities
7. Disability Infrastructure
8. Obstructions
9. Security from Crime
10. Pedestrian count
11. Length of surveyed stretch (Km)

Fig. 6 : shows the congestion caused by street vendors
NOVEMBER 2019
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SWOC Analysis
STRENGTHS
Well Developed City Centre : The centre area is currently walkable and well linked within the
different edges of the city. Density is higher and concentrated the nodes. The mixed-use
development such as colleges, residential and commercial creates a vibrant atmosphere for people
within the local community.
Markets : The presence of Mandi street being the major commercial hub of Vellore bringing in
travellers and visitors of Vellore fort as well as considerable revenue and income to the district.
Community : Culturally diverse society as we can witness Hindus, Muslims, Jains live together in
peaceful co-existence.
Land Use : The city's current land use displays a fairly reasonable mix of residential, commercial and
institutional land uses and the proposed Master plan seeks to strength the mixed-use character of
the city.
CMC : CMC receives approximately 1.25 lakh medical tourists every year owing to its high class
medical facilities.
OPPORTUNITIES
Small Business : Comprehensive economic destination through creating attractive environments
that will encourage future commercial business investment.
Regeneration Potential : The opportunity to regenerate areas with derelict buildings, abandoned
areas, bus stand to improve connectivity and usability. There are potential areas to manage density
and restore the vibrancy.
Attractive and Appealing Places : These areas reveal substantial scope for improvement and play a
significant part in underpinning tourism and promoting local heritage.
Historic Tourism : The city has a unique heritage base that traces its roots back to the Megalithic
Period. The city was ruled by Vijayanagara Kings, Bijapur Sultans, to Marathas, the Carnatic Nawabs
& the British. If well organized the city has great potential for historical tourism as an added
complement to the already existing strands of medical and religious tourism.
Traffic and Carriageways :
1. Managing goods trucks in Mandi street.
2. Improved parking conditions
3. Reduction of congestion and traffic flows
4. Re-alignment of connectivity for smoother traffic flow
5. Improved signage and way findings
Human Setting :
1. Shopping for all ages, all kinds of commodities found.
2. Heritage walk, discovering olden buildings and landmarks.
3. Creating pedestrian friendly walkways that connects people to the commercial and residential
zones.
4. Development and renovation of recreational spaces.

Vellore was found to have an average score of 45.56 (Fig.7).
Measures need to be taken to improve the walkability of the
precinct.
There was also a pedestrian survey conducted, where the
residents responded to use of pathways, cycle tracks etc, Fig.8.

WEAKNESSES
A fairly large portion of the city's traffic is
dominated by inter-city transport, which
contributes to a major chunk of the congestion
and pollution of the city.
The city also suffers from a high dependence on
private transportation and auto rickshaws.
The presence of very narrow streets, which hold
entrances to a lot of residences where bikes can
barely enter but many parked along the sides.
Lack of open and recreational spaces.
Not well-maintained areas tend to give people
the perceptions of unsafe which stop attracting
people to these places.
CHALLENGES
1. Safety and Security in internal residential
areas
2. Dark alleyways and dead ends which are
unsafe for walking and prone to crime.
3. Lack of traffic enforcement and parking
regulations
4. Vehicles park on sidewalks and block traffic
lanes
5. Not well-maintained areas tend to give
people the perception of unsafe which stop
attracting people to these places.

It was found that given the right conditions, most people are
ready to walk in the streets of Vellore. The primary reason for
not travelling by foot is because of the heat and the lack of
designated pathways. There is potential to make this area
walkable - with most people travelling by public transport.

Fig. 8 : shows the survey result indicatong that people in our study area prefer walking
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Walkability Score of Old Core Vellor
City Average Score - 45.56
Parameter
1. Walking Path Modal Conflict
2. Availability of Walking Paths
3. Availability of Crossings
4. Grade Crossing Safety
5. Motorist Behavior
6. Amenities
7. Disability Infrastructure
8. Obstructions
9. Security from Crime
Walkability Score

Residential
40
40
20
20
40
20
20
60
20
31

Walkability Rating

Educational
40
60
80
60
40
80
40
40
80
58

Public Transport Terminal Commercial
20
40
40
40
40
50
60
50
60
30
80
70
40
20
40
50
60
50
49
44

Average
35
45
48
48
43
63
30
48
53
45.56

1. Walking Path Modal
Conflict

9. Security from Crime

2. Availability of Walking
Paths

3. Availability of Crossings

8. Obstructions

7. Disability Infrastructure

6. Amenities

4. Grade Crossing Safety

5. Motorist Behavior

Fig. 7 : shows the walkability score of the study area (Old core)
Macro Proposal – Pedestrianizing Mandi Street
The Mandi Street is a commercial hub along the Vellore Fort.
Due to its increasing density and improper management, it is

proposed that the street be pedestrianized during the
daytime. Goods vehicles are restricted to enter the street after
9 am. This is to ensure comfortable shopping by users. Fig.9
shows the overall plan of the road.

Fig. 9 : shows the overall plan of the Mandi street
NOVEMBER 2019
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Along the streets, shops are given space to display goods, then
there is a cycle track.

The Fig. 12 shows the median in Mandi street. It has been
designed to accommodate shaded paths and vendors.

The transport is solved by creating one way access to CMC, and
keeping the two way access (marked in red, Fig 10.) intact. This
will create a comfortable traffic route.

Apart from multi-level parking, the entrance to the street is
provided parking for customers.
The pedestrian path continues, creating small ramps for
vehicles crossing the road. This will make the vehicles slow
down, making pedestrians the priority (Fig. 13, right)

Fig. 10 : shows the overall plan of the Mandi street

Fig. 11 : shows the overall plan of the Mandi street

Fig. 12 : shows the Mandistreet (Median design)

Fig. 13
30
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Micro Proposals –
1.

Old Bus Stand

The Old Bus Stand is to be redeveloped in a way that it can
include the stall vendors, pedestrian paths. The design also
aims to remove pedestrian-vehicular conflict caused by share
autos and taxis. Fig 14 shows the overall layout of the
proposed bus stand, along Fort Main Road.

Fig. 14 : shows the layout of the bus stop

Fig. 15 : shows the exit for the buses
2.

Public Information Centre

A Public Information Centre along with restaurants and an
amphitheatre was introduced in the Fort lawns to promote the
tourism activities in the activities in the precinct. Fig. 16 shows
the amphitheatre. Fig. 17 shows the entry into the PIC from
Fort Main Road.

Fig. 16 : shows the amphitheatre

Fig. 17 : shows the entry to the Public Information Center
NOVEMBER 2019
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3.

Multi-Level Parking

A multi-level parking was introduced to counter the amount of
illegal parking in the precinct. This was creating discomfort for
pedestrians, and other vehicles. This multi-level parking is
intended to be used by people going to Mandi Street, Fort.
Main Road, and Old Bus Stand. Fig 18 Shows the two levels of
the parking.

Fig. 18 : shows the proposed multi-level parking
4.

Nethaji Market

The Nethaji Market was redeveloped to include better
conditions for all the shop owners and vendors, while keeping
in mind the delicate heritage around it. Fig 19 and 20 are two
options for the proposed Nethaji Market.

Fig. 19

Fig. 20
Fig. 19 & Fig. 20 are the two options for the proposed Nethaji market
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Countryside Farmhouse
Ar. Babar Yahya - Email : mayarchitects88@gmail.com
Ar. Babar Yahya, Bachelors in Architecture - Maharaja Sayajirao University Baroda. At present
Principal Architect of MAY Architects - Baroda and Professor at ITM - Universe School of Art,
Architecture and Design.

Not far, yet far from the city chaos is situated this countryside
house, amidst picturesque naturescape. Perennial rivulet with
small check dams propagating constantly the sound of falling
water is the site narrative. Neem trees with their soothing
foliage, are alongside the site abutting on the rivulet ravines.
Lake at the site entrance, with a huge banyan tree with its
foliage atop the lake ghat and its columnar roots reaching out
to the lake road is a treat to watch forming a silhouette that
just embeds in your mind. These site contexts gave all the
leads as to how to go about doing this project.
The straightforward design approach was to bring the outsideinside. Hence, generous verandahs were to run all alongside to
the house. These verandahs would be living spaces, eating
spaces, gazing spaces, anything and everything. The house
was to be built in 2 phases: Phase 1 was to be semi-private and
Phase 2 to be the private area with 2 lavish bedrooms and a
family lounge which connects Phase 1.

Peripheral Verandah (River wash Nimada Stone Flooring)
The site layout was a kind of reflex action to what the site
offered. And the landscape was to be minimal, hence was
done with left out materials, especially rubble. As the project
was still coming up, our client a Retd. High Cadre Police Officer
was already partying, hence a bar, gazebo, view deck, open

South Facade - As Viewed from Nana Para
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kitchen, serving counters had to be included in site
development. However, two natural catchment areas towards
the old village road were left untouched; one catchment area
became a fish pond with a party deck above it and the other
came in handy for rain water harvesting.
Load bearing structure in Random Rubble Masonry – Tiri work
from locally available stone. The rustic appearance blended
flawlessly with the rugged naturescape around and would also
confront the vagaries of nature, being a natural material. Thick
RRM walls acts as a very good thermal mass and along with
double insulated roof of puff panels with roof tiles and Pathar
Patti brings down the temperature by 10°C within the house in
peak summer.

The project can be vouched for, as the client is there everyday
relaxing, enjoying with his family, friends, guests and all.
Would you agree to that an honest attempt does justice to any
project, what more does one look for....?
As no skilled workers were available for the project, I decided
to train the local masons for RRM – Tiri work. There is nothing
like a hands on working experience. The best part of the
project for me was to build a RRM pier to demonstrate and
train my masons who just took off from there on. The project
was executed without a single detail drawing made, all hand
sketches and on site instructions.

Detail

East Facade - As Viewed from the
Lake Side

West Facade - As Viewed from the
Old Village Road

Site Plan
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Ground Floor Plan

North Facade - As Viewed from Rivulet
NOVEMBER 2019
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PROJECT NAME

: Countryside Farmhouse

GROSS BUILT AREA : 1050 sq. m
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IIA NAGPUR CENTRE

Visit for more details : www.rachanaexpo.com | www.iianagpur.org
Email : iia.nagpurcentre@gmail.com
Rachana 2020 – An Exposition of Building & Interior Designing Materials, Home & Office Automation System,
Building Services and Construction Equipment, organised by The Indian Institute of Architects, Nagpur Centre
(Maharashtra Chapter) from 10th to 13th January 2020 at Nagpur.
The Nagpur Centre of The Indian Institute of Architects is the second oldest centre of our institute, inaugurated
on 26th August 1973. Since its inception the Centre conducts various activities for creating awareness about the
built environment. The Centre has been acknowledged as the Best Centre at the national level, winning 9 Best
Centre Awards and 5 Runners up awards and has the proud privilege of winning the IIA BEST CENTRE AWARD
for four consecutive years from 2007 to 2010.
The Nagpur Centre has been organizing Rachana – Exposition of Building & Interior Designing Materials,
Home & Office Automation System, Building Services and Construction Equipment, since February 1988
and the invigorating experience of the culmination of previous cycle of Rachana has energized us further to step
into the 23rd cycle of Rachana with more focus.
Rachana – an exposition, best known for its excellence presents a unique forum for manufacturers, processors,
exporters, dealers, suppliers, vis-a-vis for designers, builders, developers and even to buyers and end users; to
catch up on the most up-to-date knowledge on various goods and products, services, systems, automation,
and very latest innovative designs and technologies etc. Rachana (which is a registered trademark under the
copyright act) is where the construction and allied sectors converge.
Rachana is getting a good response from the participants. Architects, Interior Designers, Engineers, Builders,
Developers, Contractors, Students and people from related fields, general public as end users and invitees from
various fields from whole of Vidarbha, Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh will visit this exhibition. It will be
visited not only by the Architects but also about 4000-4500 visitors per day.
1st, 2nd, 3rd and two consolation prizes are awarded to the best designed, arranged, presented and managed
stalls and Certificate of Participation will be awarded to each and every participant / exhibitor.
The exposition will be inaugurated by an eminent personality from the construction industry, on
10th January 2020 at 10.00 a.m. and will remain open to all days from 10th January to 13th January 2020
from 11.00 AM to 9.00 PM. Business hours for Architects and allied professionals from 11.00 AM to 1.00 AM
and to all visitors up to 9.00 PM.
There shall be separate pavilion for corporate, which includes Platinum, Gold and Silver sponsors. The pavilion
shall be exclusively for corporate display and lounges to interact with professionals. Free visitor's admission,
plenty of space for movement for about 4500 visitors a day, free and adequate parking are our strengths.
Planned and designed as a perfect show window of advanced technology, Rachana 2020 offers a vocabulary of
design, which is modern, stylish, exclusive and upmarket. Be a part of 4-days of action packed Rachana 2020 to
interact, learn, network, explore, source, exchange opinions, views and ideas and to promote business.
Ar. Paramjit S. Ahuja
Chairman, IIA Nagpur Centre

Ar. Sujit Rodge
Convener, Rachana 2020
Hon. Secretary, IIA Nagpur Centre

Ar. Parikshit Choudhari
Co-Convener, Rachana 2020
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